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Foreword

Please Note:
This Manual has been translated.
Some wording may not apply to you.
Some measurements may be in Metric.

Here forward, Caminetti Montegrappa, Fiamma llc, Caminetti Montegrappa USA
may be referred to as Caminetti Montegrappa and any disclaimer applies to all.
t$POHSBUVMBUJPOT PO ZPVS QVSDIBTF PG B $BNJOFUUJ
.POUFHSBQQB QSPEVDU  POF PG UIF CFTU BWBJMBCMF PO UIF
NBSLFU
tBefore installing and operating your appliance, read this
instruction manual carefully and save it for future reference.

tIt is recommended that the first-time lighting of your
appliance should be done by the appliance installer who may
check and ensure proper appliance operation and draught.
tThis appliance is not suitable for people (children included)
with reduced physical, sensorial and mental capacities, or
unpractised people, unless they are supervised and trained
to use the appliance by someone who is responsible for their
safety.
tNever let your appliance unattended in the presence of
children. Do no let the children touch any hot surface areas of
the appliance nor let them operate it.
tFor any further information or requests always contact your
authorized dealer who will be pleased to assist you.

Symbols used in this manual
In the present instruction manual some indications are
pointed out by the following symbols:
safety precautions,
prohibited operation,
important information.
Caminetti Montegrappa assumes no responsibility for any
incidental or consequential damage to people, things or pets
resulting from the inobservance of the prescriptions given
in this manual, particularly of those marked with symbols
.
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tFor any installation, electrical connection, inspection,
maintenance or repair works, refer to authorized, qualified or
experienced technicians only.

1.2.3

'VSUIFSDFSUJöDBUJPOTBOEQBUFOUT
We declare that the appliances
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LIGHT 06
Meet the requirements of EPA Phase II and UL127
The following are among the materials/substances that should not be used as fuel:
o trash
o plastics
o gasoline
o rubber
o industrial solvents
o flammable liquids
o naptha
o household garbage
o material treated with petroleum products (particleboard, railroad ties and pressure treated wood)
o leaves
o paper products
o cardboard
o saltwater driftwood
o painted wood
o any substance that emits dense smoke or an obnoxious odor
Operators must comply with all applicable laws or other
requirements, such as state laws or regulations and local ordinances
Warranty void if the unit is not used in accordance with the operation
and maintenance instructions.

Keramfire® is a material resulted from Caminetti Montegrappa
research to obtain the best performance from your appliance;
manufactured from natural raw materials, it withstands very
high temperatures and thermal shocks and can absorb and
store heat, radiating it for hours after the fire has gone out.
The light colour that the material takes when combustion is
complete makes the hearth look nice and clean.

In order to optimise the combustion
Caminetti Montegrappa appliances
are equipped with the
“FLAME-DISTRIBUTOR CATALYZER”,
which is, together with its functioning system,
protected under patent
/%7*"/#

CMtech™
CMtech™ is a material resulting from research activities of
Caminetti Montegrappa to obtain the best performance from
your appliance; it is a refractory mix of material that withstands
very high temperatures and thermal shocks and can absorb
and store heat, radiating it for hours after the fire has gone out.
The material turns a light colour at the working temperature,
giving the hearth a clean and pleasant appearance.
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Sizes have been converted from Metric, Inches are rounded off.

LIGHT 06

52.75"

21"
8"
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10"

53.25

55.50"
19"
9.25"

6"
12.60"
21"

2.75"

LIGHT 06

15.75"
41"
47.25"
52.75"

See Data Tag for required info.
NBY0VUQVUNJO0VUQVU
5IFSNBM0VUQVUOPNJOBM

FóDJFODZ
GVFM
GVFMDPOTVNQUJPOQFSIPVS
UPUBMDBQBDJUZPGøVFHBTFT
øVFHBTUFNQFSBUVSF
øVFESBVHIUQSFTTVSF
øVFHBTFTPVUMFU
JOUFSJPSTFDUJPOPGDIJNOFZøVF
NJOJNVNIFJHIUPGDIJNOFZøVF GSPNDPOOFDUJOHKPJOU
PVUTJEFBJSJOMFUEVDUT
IFJHIUPGIFBSUI
OFUXFJHIU
XFJHIUXJUIQBDLBHJOH
NC = Natural Convection

4.75

57.50"

4.75"
25"

NC
66,500 - 33,000
51,000

BTU

Hardwood logs

335
310

kg
kg
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The following paragraphs provide technical and practical
information regarding the fuel used, so that the user will
understand the importance that Caminetti Montegrappa gives
to the selection and preparation of the fuel, and the correct
use of the appliance, which will have a significant impact on
proper functioning as well as minimizing fuel consumption and
pollution.
Wood is the only source of energy that is:
t r enewable, coming from trees and plants, which
grow under the action of sun light,
t organic, being produced by living organisms,
t neutral as regards carbon dioxide released into
the atmosphere (“neutral CO2”), since the CO2
produced after the combustion is that absorbed during
photosynthesis,
t clean since burning wood efficiently and completely
produces only natural substances that are abundantly
present everywhere in our environment in non-toxic
concentrations for the living organisms.

1.4.1

$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGöSFXPPE

Firewood is usually classified into softwood (poor or fair
quality) and hardwood (good quality) depending upon its
specific weight; hardwood, which weighs more than softwood,
allows to reduce the amount of wood needed.
4PGUXPPE weighs about 300-350 kg/cu.m (with 15/20%
moisture content):
it is easy to ignite, it burns rapidly and provides a lively fire.
Softwood includes the following species: fir, ailanthus, locust,
chestnut, cypress, cornelian cherry, mulberry, larch, alder,
pine, poplar, willow, elder and lime.
4PGUXPPEQSPEVDFTNPSFDSFPTPUFXJUIDPOTFRVFOUJBM
OFFEGPSNPSFGSFRVFOUDMFBOJOHPGZPVSDIJNOFZøVF
We highly reccomend not using softwoods!
)BSEXPPE weighs about 350-400 kg/cu.m (with 15/20%
moisture content):
it has a higher density and is less resinous than softwood,
it burns slowly and keeps a low flame (suitable for home
heating). Hardwood includes the following species: maple,
white birch, hornbeam, bitter oak, cherry, beech, ash, holmoak, walnut, olive, elm, pear, plane, oak and false acacia (those
highlighted are among the best wood types).
As seen above, firewood for heating has different features
according to the tree species it comes from. There are different
types of wood and their properties in terms of heat value
vary from species to species. The heating value of wood fuel
(kcal/kg) is the quantity of heat produced after the complete
combustion of 1 kg of wood.
The heating value of the different wood types is not only
affected by the density, but also by their moisture content; as
LIGHT series

a consequence the output and the efficiency of the appliance
is strictly dependent upon the type of wood burned (normally
the heating value of a well seasoned wood is 3200 kcal/kg).
Here find some comparative data:
t SOFTWOOD = kcal/kg 2800 - 3400
t HARDWOOD = kcal/kg 3400 - 3900
t WOOD BRIQUETTES = kcal/kg 3850 - 4200
t WOOD PELLET = kcal/kg 4200 - 4600
5IFPOMZGVFMBENJUUFEGPSUIFBQQMJBODFVTFJTöSFXPPE
BOEJUTCZQSPEVDUT
5IF VTF PG BOZ PUIFS UZQF PG TPMJE GVFM FH DPBM  JT
'03#*%%&/
'JSFXPPEJT
t timber at a natural state, in pieces or not (logs, or
briquettes free of any binders or additives, kindling, shavings
from processing trees), deadwood like branches and pine
cones;
t wood residues created by the furniture manufacturing or
the construction industry, provided they are not painted or
treated.
'JSFXPPEJTOPU
t any wood scrap coming from house demolition, restoration
or renovation, or coming from packing material (pallets),
wooden furniture, Formica, even if mixed with natural wood;
t any other wood material such as painted, varnished and
treated wood scraps even if mixed with natural firewood.
*G QPTTJCMF  BWPJE UIF VTF PG SFTJOPVT XPPE BT JU DBO
QSPEVDFPCTUSVDUJPOT XIJDIEBNBHFUIFJOOFSQBSUT
PGUIFBQQMJBODFöSFCPYBOEUIFDIJNOFZøVF

1.4.2

1SFQBSJOHöSFXPPE

The firewood manufacturing processes vary greatly depending
upon the final type of fuel to produce: wood pieces, briquettes
or pellets.
Wood pellets or briquettes are produced only in big sawmills
that have large quantities of shavings and sawdust at disposal,
which become valuable products for an appealing market.
Individuals who are landowners can easily obtain the amount
of wood that will be needed for their home heating.
Those who are not landowners can address dealers
experienced in firewood combustion, who can advise about
quality and wood species locally available.
The most important steps in producing firewood are the
following:
t cutting of trees or suckers (usually on waning moon or in
winter);
t trimming of the smaller branches from the trunk (usually
when they are less than 4 cm in diameter);
tcutting of trunks and branches into 1 m long logs;
t cutting of the bigger logs in half along their length
(quartering);
tpiling of the sawn logs in a dry, ventilated location favouring
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preliminary wood drying;
t covering the upper part of wood piles with clothes as shelf
from the rain;
tcutting of the wood logs into small pieces whose length
will vary to suit the user’s needs. Final wood stacking in a dry,
ventilated location away from rain and humidity;
t air-drying for at least:
– 2 years (outdoor),
– 1 year (indoor, in an adequate place).
i%FBEXPPEw EPFT OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ NFBO iESZ XPPEw
UIFESZOFTTPGXPPEJTHSFBUMZEFUFSNJOFECZUIFUJNF
JU UBLFT UP ESZ CVU BMTP CZ UIF QMBDF XIFSF XPPE JT
TUPSFEGPSTFBTPOJOH4IPVMEUIFXPPECFTUBDLFEGPS
B MPOH BNPVOU PG UJNF XJUIPVU QSPWJEJOH BOZ
QSPUFDUJPOPSCFLFQUJOBIVNJE VOTVóDJFOUMZBFSBUFE
QMBDF JUXJMMSPUBOEEFDBZFBTJMZVOEFSUIFBDUJPOPG
NJMEFXXJUIDPOTFRVFOUJBMMPTUPGJUTIFBUJOHWBMVF

1.4.3

1VSDIBTJOHöSFXPPE

The units of measurement commonly used in selling firewood
are mainly three:
t DVCJD NFUSF DVN  unit of measurement referring to any
type of wood and corresponding to 1cu m of solid wood
(the weight of 1cu m of wood varies greatly depending upon
species and humidity);
tTUFSF NFUSF  TN  unit of measurement referring to the
stacked wood pieces and corresponding to 1 cu.m including
the air space between the pieces of stacked wood. The amount
of wood contained in a space of 1 stere depends upon species,
relative moisture content, diametre and shape of the wood
pieces, and the way in which they have been stacked (one
stere of wood logs 1m long corresponds to approximately 0,7
cu.m of wood);
tRVJOUBM R  officially suppressed, this unit of measurement
(100 kg; 0,1 t) is still the most widely used in selling firewood.
Knowing the type of firewood and its moisture content,
if it is sold on a space basis, allows you to get an idea of
its heating value, whereas it is not necessary to know the
species of wood if it is sold on a weight basis as with an
equal moisture content the heat value differs slightly.
5IFIFBUJOHWBMVFPGXPPEWBSJFTHSFBUMZEFQFOEJOH
VQPOJUTNPJTUVSFDPOUFOU UIVTXIFOZPVCVZXPPE
BTBTPVSDFPGFOFSHZJUXPVMECFCFUUFSLOPXJOHJUT
NPJTUVSFDPOUFOU
If we compare as a way of example a piece of beech
having a moisture content of 30% with a well seasoned
piece of the same wood type having a moisture content
of 15%, the latter will release 25% more heat. When the
moisture content is 50% the heat value is reduced by the
half.
Purchase of green, damp or wet wood, could mean that
you are also buying the water inside. To be sure the

firewood you have purchased has been seasoned for about
one year, you should always buy your firewood in the
summertime (June-July) since trees are mostly cut in
autumn.
Be careful with any painted or treated wood whose
combustion can give off harmful fumes, and whose use
is only allowed in authorized combustion plants.

1.4.4

$PNCVTUJPO

When wood burns there are three stages of combustion:
t %3:*/( Moisture in wood is removed by evaporation by
means of the surrounding fire. Any type of wood contains a
percentage of moisture. Since part of the heat produced by
the fire is used for evaporation, it is more convenient and less
polluting to burn well-seasoned wood (max. 20% moisture)
rather than green wood freshly cut (with 50% moisture or
more). This stage is over when the wood temperature reaches
100°C (water boiling point).
t1:30-:4*4 At a higher temperature wood breaks down
chemically and volatile gases and char are formed. When
temperature is between 260°C and 315°C this char and a
small amount of these gases break into flames and wood
burns. Most of these gases will then be expelled through
the chimney unless the temperature of the appliance is high
enough to burn them. As soon as these gases pass through
the chimney they will mix with moisture to form creosote.
t("4*'*$"5*0/ "/% $0.#645*0/ gases (smoke) and
charcoal (wood residues) burn. Charcoal start burning and
releases heat between 540°C and 705°C, then become ash.
Most of the usable heat is produced during this stage. Volatile
gases, when mixed with the proper amount of oxygen, ignite
when temperature is between 600°C and 650°C. But gases
rarely reach the above temperature, unless they are conveyed
towards flames or towards an area inside the firebox where
this temperature has been reached.
In practice the three stages are interwoven in a complex way
during the combustion of every single piece of wood.
The incomplete combustion of wood results in toxic
emissions. Note that the worst is the emission level the lower
the heat produced by the combustion process (e.g.: the
use of big wood pieces results in slow combustion and low
temperatures within the fireplace, which affects negatively
both the appliance and the chimney; the use of green, damp
wood, which cannot burn completely, results in soot and
creosote formation collecting rapidly on the chimney walls).
On the contrary, in case of complete combustion (with wellseasoned wood and pieces of appropriate size) we reach a
higher temperature thus reducing the overall amount of the
wood needed.
To ensure complete combustion and high efficiency the
following conditions must be met:
t the wood used must be dry and well-seasoned (with about
15/20% moisture content);
t your wood-burning appliance must be designed in such a
LIGHT series

Compared with the past, new wood-burning appliances have
been ameliorated with the aim of reducing emissions and
increasing efficiency.
In this appliancethere is a “flame distributor-catalyzer” located
on the upper part of the firebox; thanks to its shape and to the
material it is made of (Keramfire®), it provides a higher and
steadier temperature inside the combustion chamber, which
maximizes the combustion thus reducing wood consumption
and the release of polluting emissions.
On the fire bed remain the ashes, which are organic residues
that may be used in gardening as soil fertilizer (about 2-3 litres
once a year every 10 sq.m).

1.5 Recommendations
1.5.1

4BGFUZQSFDBVUJPOT

*.1035"/5 'PS UIF QSPQFS BOE TBGF PQFSBUJPO PG
UIJTBQQMJBODFBOEUIFFMFDUSJDBMDPNQPOFOUTJOJU BOE
JOPSEFSUPQSFWFOUBOZQPTTJCJMJUZPGDBVTJOHTFSJPVT
JOKVSZ  UIF JOTUSVDUJPOT HJWFO JO UIJT NBOVBM NVTU CF
BMXBZTGPMMPXFE
$"65*0/ The installation, electrical connection,
operation control, repair and maintenance works, must
be executed by qualified staff only.
$"65*0/ This unit must be installed in accordance with
the law in force.
$"65*0/ The accident-prevention and safety
requirements stated in this manual must be followed
carefully.
$"65*0/ This manual must be read and understood in
every part, and the use of the controls must be clear
before operating the appliance or executing any works
on it.
8"3/*/( Do not modify or replace any parts in the unit
by yourself; not-authorized works may cause injuries
and will relieve Fiamma Llc. and Caminetti Montegrappa
of any public or criminal liability.
8"3/*/( During operation, some of the appliance
surface areas may become very hot; we highly
recommend not to leave the unit unattended in the
presence of children, elderly and disabled people.
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"55&/5*0/ 5P BWPJE ZJFMEJOH BOE CSFBLBHFT PS
GFBTJCMFCVSTUJOHPSFYQMPTJPOJOFYDFQUJPOBMDBTFT PG
UIF$.UFDIQBSUT ZPVBSFSFDPNNFOEFEUPTUSJDUMZ
GPMMPXUIFJOEJDBUJPOTHJWFOGPSöSTUUJNFTUBSUJOH

1.5.2

(FOFSBMSFDPNNFOEBUJPOT

$"65*0/ This appliance is intended for the use it has
been designed and manufactured only.
$"65*0/ This appliance in not intended to be used as a
cooker so as to avoid that vapours and grease cause
incrustations on the combustion chamber’s components
and in the exhaust venting system.
8"3/*/( Do not use the appliance in case of breakdown
or malfunction.
*O PSEFS UP BWPJE SFMFBTJOH TNPLF JO UIF SPPN  JU JT
'03#*%%&/ UP PQFSBUF UIF BQQMJBODF XJUI UIF EPPS
PQFO XJUIPVUUIFHMBTTQBOFMPSXJUICSPLFOHMBTT
Always open the door slowly, first holding it open only
slightly for a few seconds before opening it completely.
Should some smoke blow back, there is no danger, just
aerate the room temporarily.
Inspect and clean the exhaust venting system
periodically.
%P/05TQSBZUIFBQQMJBODFXJUIXBUFSUPDMFBOBOZPG
JUTQBSUT
For repairing, refer to authorized professionals and ask
for original replacement parts only.
Keep this instruction manual as an integral part of the
product for future reference.
It must be supplied together with the unit if this is
resold or moved to another place, so as to allow the next
user and installer to get acquainted with its operating
instructions and requirements.
Should the manual be lost or become unreadable, call
Your Dealer for a new copy.
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way as to ensure that:
− high temperatures are reached into the firebox,
− gases emitted in the combustion process are kept at very
high temperatures for long time,
− there is a sufficient amount of oxygen the gases emitted in
the combustion process.

1.6 Safety requirements and
devices

ENGLISH

5IF BQQMJBODF JT QSPWJEFE XJUI UIF GPMMPXJOH TBGFUZ
EFWJDFT
t4OBQ DMPTVSF the snap closure of the door folding into
the frame when it stops and the special gaskets the door
incorporates make the firebox totally air-tight if compared to
one without this device.

*UJT'03#*%%&/UPEJTDPOOFDUUIFTBGFUZEFWJDFT

/PUF5IJTTFDUJPOIBTCFFOESBXOVQDPOTJEFSJOHUIF
BQQMJBODF BT CFJOH PQFSBUFE JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI UIF
SFRVJSFNFOUT BOE EJSFDUJPOT PO UIF BQQMJBODF VTF
JOEJDBUFEVOEFSTFDUJPO
4JODF $BNJOFUUJ .POUFHSBQQB IBT OP DPOUSPM PWFS
UIF DPOEJUJPOT UIF BQQMJBODF JT PQFSBUFE XF BTTVNF
OP SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS BOZ JOKVSZ PS EBNBHF UP
QFPQMF  QSPQFSUJFT PS QFUT SFTVMUJOH GSPN UIF OPO
PCTFSWBODFPGUIFTFJOTUSVDUJPOTBOEPGUIFGPMMPXJOH
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT
"  %VSJOH BOZ NBJOUFOBODF  BEKVTUJOH  DMFBOJOH
BOE TFSWJDJOH XPSLT  UIF BQQMJBODF NVTU OPU CF MFGU
VOBUUFOEFE JO PSEFS UP BWPJE JODJEFOUBM TUBSUJOH CZ
UIJSEQBSUZ
# %POPUNJTIBOEMFBOEPSSFNPWFBOZTBGFUZEFWJDFT
JOUIFBQQMJBODF
$  1SPWJEF BO FóDJFOU DPOOFDUJPO UP UIF FYIBVTU
WFOUJOHTZTUFN
% $IFDLUIBUUIFSPPNXIFSFUIFBQQMJBODFJTJOTUBMMFE
JTBFSBUFEBTQSFTDSJCFE

Anytime a combustible floor is being used.
a non combustible hearthpad must be used:
16" (18" Canada ) from the glass door

1.7 Environment requirements
*.1035"/5 5P FOTVSF JUT QSPQFS PQFSBUJPO  UIF
BQQMJBODFTIBMMCFMPDBUFEJOBWFOUJMBUFESPPNXIFSF
BOBJSøPXBMMPXJOHUIFDPNQMFUFDPNCVTUJPOPGXPPE
DBO CF BENJUUFE BDDPSEJOH UP UIF JOTUBMMBUJPO
SFRVJSFNFOUT VOEFS UIF MPDBM TUBOEBSET DVSSFOUMZ JO
GPSDF
The air supply must be sufficient for both proper
combustion and to provide ventilation of the room,
that is, no less than 15-20 sq.m. The natural admission
of air must be provided directly through two permanent
openings made on the exterior walls of the room of
installation (for the section minimum dimension see
section 2.3.5); the openings must be made in such a
way they can never be obstructed (check regularly). Air
entering the room where the appliance is installed from
contiguous room(s) is permitted provided it is admitted
from a space which is aired directly from outside, a
space which is not used as a bedroom or a bathroom
and where fire ignition could never occur, as in a garage
or in a combustible warehouse, in compliance with the
requirements under the local standards currently in
force.
80 cu.m/h of air is required in order to ensure proper
fuel combustion (This pertains to operation with door
closed).
%P/05JOTUBMMUIFBQQMJBODFJOBCFESPPNPSBCBUISPPN 
PSJOBOZPUIFSSPPNXIFSFBOFYJTUJOHIFBUJOHBQQMJBODF
öSFQMBDF TUPWF FUD JTOPUQSPWJEFEXJUIJUTPXOPVUTJEF
BJSTPVSDF
*UJT'03#*%%&/UPJOTUBMMUIFBQQMJBODFOFBSPCKFDUT
NBEF PG DPNCVTUJCMF NBUFSJBMT DVSUBJOT  QJFDFT PG
GVSOJUVSF DBSQFUT  
5IF BQQMJBODF JT OPU EFTJHOFE UP CF PQFSBUFE JO
FOWJSPONFOUT XIFSF NBUFSJBMT NBZ FYQMPEF
5IFSFGPSF JUJT'03#*%%&/UIFVTFPGUIFBQQMJBODFJO
BOFYQMPTJWFBUNPTQIFSFPSJOBTQBDFXIFSFNBUFSJBMT
PSNBDIJOFSJFTNBZQSPEVDFHBTPSEVTUFNJTTJPOTJO
TVDIBRVBOUJUZUIFZNBZDBVTFBOFYQMPTJPO
The minimum clearance to combustible side walls is 80
cm; a 150 cm clearance must be maintained to any
objects or pieces of furniture in front of the unit; it is
recommended that particularly delicate objects or pieces
of furniture be installed at higher distances than those
previously recommended, if you assume they could be
damaged by the changes in temperature produced
during the appliance operation. The appliance
positioning shall be executed carefully following the
instructions indicated in section 2.3.
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1.8 Equipment
1.8.1

*OTQFDUJPOPGUIFBDDFTTPSJFTJODMVEFE
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&YBNQMFPG-*()5

1 x 1 6204004400
2 x 2 1184167801
3 x 1 1102047230
4 x 1 1105903309
5 x 1 0920000440
1

4
2
2

3
5

LIGHT series

1.8.2

8JUIOBUVSBMBJSDPOWFDUJPODIBOOFMMJOHLJU
(code 1530200100 optional available on price list)

&YBNQMFPG-*()5
8

ENGLISH

2x
7

9

UNI 5448 A M5
RP UNI 6592 M5

3
7
3
4

1 x 4 1102011000
2 x 12 1012000400

2
4

3

3 x 6 1509090000
4 x 3 1502010000

1

6 x 2 1263000900

1

6

5

8 x 1 1184965809

TCC UNI 7049 3,5x9,5

3

5 x 1 1502010100
7 x 2 1184065600

12 x

9 x 1 1280370800

6
4

3

25 c

mc

1

a.

3
1

= PARTS TO BE REMOVED AND ELIMINATED
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1.8.4

1SJNBSZBJSDIBOOFMMJOHLJU

&YBNQMFPG-*()5

ENGLISH

1184966109

EXAMPLE OF INSTALLATION WITH
1 x 1263000300 (x Ø 15 cm)
1 x 1184966109
1 x 1280370800

1280370800

NOT INCLUDED

1 x 1 1189101401
2 x 4 1012010000
3 x 2 1509090000
4 x 1 1502090100
5 x 1 1505990009
6 x 1 1263001100

25 c

mc

2

a.

1263000300

S

4x

TCC FOR UNI 8118 4,2x16

5

6

3
1
3

4

= PARTS TO BE REMOVED AND ELIMINATED
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1.8.5

1SPUFDUJWFTIFFUQMBUFMJOJOHLJU
(code 1530500X00 optional available on price list)

&YBNQMFPG-*()5

A

MOD.

LIGHT 06

B

170 cm*

72 cm

A1

H

120 cm

48 cm

ENGLISH

1530500000 (LIGHT 06)

* +10 cm with cod. 1530901000
+20 cm with cod. 1530901000 + cod. 1530902000

1 x 1 1530500100
x 1 1530500200
x 1 1530500300
x 1 1530500000
2 x 4 1012007300

A1

H
9

1
4x

TSPC UNI 7050 2,9x9,5

LIGHT series

a.

A

2

mc

B

25 c

1.8.6

&MFDUSJDBMTMJEJOHNPUPSLJU
(code 1530901000 optional available on price list)

&YBNQMFPG-*()5

ENGLISH

PROGRAMMING OF CONTROL UNIT’S SWITCHES

OFF

LEFT/RIGHT-HAND SIDE

ON

OFF*

APPLIANCE MOD.

OFF*

OFF*

BEEP TONE

OFF*

OFF*

AUTOMATIC SLIDING SYSTEM

OFF*

* see section 2.3.5.

Provide for
a lateral door

RIGHT-HAND SIDE

20x16 cm
or frontal
16x16 cm

3

1

1x

15,
1 x 1 1184073800
2 x 4 1012000500

25 c
m

3 x 1 1107023100
4 x 1 1046000500

4

5 cm

c a.
2

1x

ca.

4x

TCC UNI 7049 4,2x13

= PARTS TO BE REMOVED AND ELIMINATED
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1.8.7

5SBTNJTTJPOLJUGPSFMFDUSJDBMTMJEJOHNFDIBOJTNVT
(code 1530902000 optional available on price list)

ENGLISH

&YBNQMFPG-*()5

FOR INSTALLATION WITH
1530901000
LEFT-HAND SIDE

Provide for
a lateral door
20x16 cm

- 86

cm
c

RIGHT-HAND SIDE

a.

S

or frontal
16x16 cm

25 c
m
2

c a.

S

5x

TCC UNI 7049 4,2x13

= PARTS TO BE REMOVED AND ELIMINATED

LIGHT series

1

4,5

cm

ca. 15
,5 c
mc
a.

1.9 Functioning principle

ENGLISH

5IJT BQQMJBODF IBT CFFO EFTJHOFE UP BDIJFWF UIF IJHIFTU
FóDJFODZ XJUI B MPX RVBOUJUZ PG GVFM UIBOLT UP B iøBNF
EJTUSJCVUPSDBUBMZ[FSw BOE B $BNJOFUUJ .POUFHSBQQBT
QBUFOUFEDPNCVTUJPOTZTUFN TFFTFDUJPO 
The shape and the Keramfire® lining of the combustion
chamber allow to reach and retain high temperatures inside of
it, thus maximizing the combustion phases with consequential
reduction in the amount of the fuel needed.
Thanks to its position (top of combustion chamber) and shape,
the “flame distributor-catalyzer” produces the catalysis of the
combustion products, dramatically reducing carbon dioxide,
nitrogen oxide, and other gases.
After passing through the flame distributor-catalyzer the
flue gases are forced to pass through integrated slowdown
channels, which allow to get warm air for heating by reducing
the temperature of the flue gases while they are passing
through. Warm air is then distributed into the room through
flexible pipes positioned inside the finishing flare of the
appliance cladding.
The heat exchangers surrounding the combustion chamber
and inside the appliance flare are air-tight thanks to line
weldings, which prevent any gas exchange with the air to be
heated.
t BTZTUFNPGOBUVSBMDPOWFDUJPO the heat released is partly
radiated and mostly diffused by natural convection (air natural
convection movement): an air flow enters from the outside,
heats up when passing through heat exchangers positioned
inside the appliance flare, it is channelled and emitted from
the unit’s top into the room to be heated.

LIGHT series

2 INSTALLATION
2.

Consisting of non-toxic and not noxious materials, the
packaging does not need any special disposal procedure; the
user is in charge of stocking, disposing of, or recycling the
wastes of the packaging according to the regulations in force
in the country where the product has been purchased.
8"3/*/(,FFQQMBTUJDDPWFSJOHTPVUPGUIFDIJMESFOT
SFBDIBTUIFZDPVMESFQSFTFOUBEBOHFS

2.2 Installation requirements
The appliance must be installed in a space which allows to
operate it easily and perform routine maintenance works.
The room chosen for the installation of the appliance must
therefore feature:
tproper environment conditions and permanent outside
air source as indicated under section 1.7 “Environment
requirements”,
ta floor with proportionate load capacity (see appliance
weight in section 1.3 of the manual),
t120v-60 Hz line voltage (*),
ta system of exhaust gases drawing complying with the
standards in force aiming at guaranteeing:
− adequate draught for the correct and safe appliance
operation,
− adequate resistance to high temperatures,
− adequate resistance to corrosion due to combustion
products,
− easy access for periodic checks and maintenance,
− adequate insulation from inflammable materials,
tthe room must also comply also with further standards in
force in the country where the appliance is installed.

2.3 Appliance installation
*.1035"/55IFJOTUBMMBUJPOXPSLTPGZPVSBQQMJBODF
JOTVMBUJPO  FMFDUSJDBM DPOOFDUJPO  DPOOFDUJPO UP UIF
DIJNOFZøVF JOTUBMMBUJPOPGUIFBDDFTTPSJFTTVQQMJFE
XJUIUIFVOJUBOEBOZUFNQPSBSZSFNPWBMPGDPNQPOFOU
QBSUT TIBMMCFQFSGPSNFECZRVBMJöFEPSFYQFSJFODFE
TUBòPOMZ
5IF TBNF BQQMJFT UP UIF JOTUBMMBUJPO PG PVS GBDUPSZ
CVJMUBQQMJBODFDMBEEJOH
$BNJOFUUJ.POUFHSBQQBBTTVNFTOPSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPS
BOZJODJEFOUBMPSDPOTFRVFOUJBMEBNBHFPGBOZLJOEUP
QFSTPOT QFUTPSUIJOHTSFTVMUJOHGSPNUIFJOTUBMMBUJPO
PG B DMBEEJOH UIBU JT OPU PG PVS PXO QSPEVDUJPO  PS
GSPN UIF JOPCTFSWBODF PG UIF QSFTDSJQUJPOT HJWFO JO
UIJTNBOVBM

LIGHT series

2.3.1


.BLJOHBQQMJBODFMJHIUFSJOPSEFS
UPGBDJMJUBUFIBOEMJOH

If the appliance needs to be installed in locations with limited
access (for example, in upper floors or basements, and thus
accessible only through stairways), it is possible to lighten
the appliance by removing the CMtech™ parts and the flame
distributor-catalyzer in Keramfire®.
This operation will reduce the overall weight for easier
movement (see disassembly sequence in section 4.2.1).
Be sure to carefully and correctly put each CMtech™ element
back in place and also the flame distributor-catalyzer in
Keramfire®.

2.3.2

7FSUJDBMTMJEFEPPSDIFDL

"TJOEJDBUFEPOUIFTUJDLFSBQQMJFEUPUIFEPPSQSPUFDUJPO
HVBSE<$> DIFDLUIBUUIFVQBOEEPXONPUJPOPGUIFWFSUJDBM
TMJEFEPPSJTDPSSFDUCZSFNPWJOHUIFTJEFDMPTJOHQMBUFT
<-> TFFUIFGPMMPXJOHöHVSF GSPNHVBSE<$>BOEFOTVSFUIBU
UIFTMJEJOHPQFOBOEDMPTFNFDIBOJTNJTDPSSFDU
"GUFSDIFDLJOH TDSFXCBDLJOUPQMBDFUIFTJEFDMPTJOHQMBUFT
<->POUIFEPPSQSPUFDUJPOHVBSE<$>
8"3/*/(*OUIFFWFOUUIBUUIFDIBJOIBTTMJQQFEPò
UIFUPPUIFEXIFFM BOEDPOTJEFSJOHUIBUUIFDIBJOJT
FRVJQQFEXJUIBDPVOUFSXFJHIU QBZBUUFOUJPOUPZPVS
IBOETXIFOQVUUJOHUIFDIBJOCBDLPOUPUIFUPPUIFE
XIFFM

L

I

ATTENZIONE: Prima di eseguire la controcappa di finitura, verificare il
corretto funzionamento del meccanismo a saliscendi della porta (vedi
manuale "indicazioni per installazione uso e manutenzione", paragrafo 2.3).

GB

BEWARE: Before building the finishing canopy, check that the up and down
mechanism of the vertical slide door works properly (see the "installation, use
and maintenance instructions", section 2.3).

D

ACHTUNG: Bevor man die Vormauerung und den Aufbau ausführt, den
korrekten Mechanismus der Hochschiebetür überprüfen (s. Abs. 2.3 der
Aufstell-Bedienungs- und Wartungsanleitungen).

F

ATTENTION: Avant de bâtir la hotte de finition, veuillez bien vérifier que le
mécanisme de relevage de la porte escamotable fonctionne correctement
(voir au paragraphe 2.3 des "instructions pour l'installation, l'emploi et
l'entretien").

C
L

ENGLISH

2.1 Packaging dismantling and
disposal

2.3.3

"QQMJBODF1PTJUJPOJOH

ENGLISH

tFirst try your appliance in place in order to determine where
to make the connection between the appliance and the
chimney flue;
tdetermine the position of the outside air intakes and provide
the insulation on the adjacent walls;
tremove the appliance from the location before making the
necessary openings on the exterior wall;
tput the appliance back into place and make all the
connections (see examples under sections 2.3.5, 2.3.6 and
2.3.10).
*.1035"/5 8IFO DVUUJOH B IPMF GPS UIF BQQMJBODF
FYIBVTUQJQFUISPVHIBJOøBNNBCMFXBMM QSPWJEFUIF
OFDFTTBSZJOTVMBUJPOXIPTFUIJDLOFTTNBZWBSZGSPNB
NJOJNVNPGDNVQUPBNBYJNVNPGDN
*.1035"/55IFDPSSFDUJOTUBMMBUJPOPGUIFVOJUNVTU
BMXBZTNFFUUIFGPMMPXJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTCPUIJODBTF
UIFDMBEEJOHJTPGPVSPXOQSPEVDUJPOPSOPU
t UIF BOHMF PG UIF DPOOFDUJOH øVF QJQFT XJUI UIF
DIJNOFZøVFNVTUOPUFYDFFE¡
t UXPDNPSDNPVUTJEFGSFTIBJSJOUBLFTNVTU
CFQSPWJEFE BJSUPCFIFBUFEBOEUIFOEJTUSJCVUFEJOUP
UIFQMBDFPGJOTUBMMBUJPO BMTPFOTVSJOHSFQMBDFNFOUPG
UIFPYZHFOCVSOUEVSJOHUIFDPNCVTUJPO
t  DNNJOJNVNDMFBSBODFCFUXFFOUIFXBMMBOE
UIFBQQMJBODFCBDLDNPGJOTVMBUJOHNBUFSJBM TFF
TFDUJPO BOEDNPGBJS UIJTDMFBSBODFNVTUCF
NBJOUBJOFEUPFOTVSFBOFóDJFOUBJSøPXBOEUPFOBCMF
UIFOBUVSBMFYQBOTJPOPGNBUFSJBMT
t IFJHIUPGIFBSUIBUUIFTBNFMFWFMBTUIFDMBEEJOHUP
CFJOTUBMMFE GPSUIJTPQFSBUJPO UIFBQQMJBODFIBTCFFO
FRVJQQFEXJUIBEKVTUBCMFGFFU 
1PTJUJPO UIF BQQMJBODF XIJMF GVMMZ DPOGPSNJOH UP BMM
UIF TQFDJöDBUJPOT BOE SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT BMSFBEZ
JOEJDBUFEJOTFDUJPOT  BOE

LIGHT series
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2.3.5


*OTUBMMBUJPOPGUIFFMFDUSJDBM
TMJEJOHNPUPSLJU



The “electrical sliding motor kit” (code 1530901000 optional,
available on price list) to control the opening of the sliding
door with radio control is reversible and can be installed both
on the right-hand and on the left-hand side of the appliance
as follows:
− mount the connecting olt [P] on the motor kit,
− open the 3 cm circular plate section on the aluminated
steel side,
− fix the motor kit [M] on the appliance (using the holes on
the door) with the 4 screws at you disposal (NB: make sure the
connecting hexagons fit together),
− connect the electrical wiring to the power supply with
a bipolar switch to deactivate the motor kit in case of long
periods of inactivity.

MFBWF JU PO iPòw UP EFBDUJWBUF JU 5IF BDUJWBUJPO PG UIF
BVUPNBUJD DMPTVSF BMMPXT GPS UIF DPNQMFUF PQFOJOH BOE
DMPTJOH PG UIF WFSUJDBM TMJEJOH EPPS CZ QSFTTJOH KVTU PODF
UIF PQFOJOH BOE DMPTJOH CVUUPOT PO UIF SBEJP DPOUSPM
PUIFSXJTF UIF CVUUPOT IBWF UP CF QSFTTFE DPOUJOPVTMZ
EVSJOHUIFPQFOJOHPSDMPTJOHPGUIFEPPS
%VSJOH UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF QMBTUFSCPBSE XBMM
QMFBTFQSPWJEFGPSBGSPOUBM NJOYDN PSMBUFSBM
NJO Y DN  EPPS JO PSEFS UP DBSSZ PVU BOZ
NBJOUFOBODFUPUIFNPUPSDPNQBSUNFOU<.>

1

Once the electrical sliding motor kit has been installed,
and before the flare or the finishing drywall are made, it is
necessary to set the electronic control unit.
*.1035"/55IJTQSPDFEVSFIBTUPCFDBSSJFEPVUXJUI
UIF TMJEJOH EPPS LJU EJTDPOOFDUFE VTJOH UIF BE IPD
BWBJMBCMFCJQPMBSTXJUDIDPOOFDUBHBJOUIFVOJUUPUIF
QPXFSTVQQMZPOMZBGUFSUIFFMFDUSPOJDDPOUSPMVOJUIBT
CFFOTFU
In order to set the electronic control unit there are four
numbered switches with a function each; the switches can be
reached from the properly available opening on the side of
the motor kit (see figure 2).

M

P

2
M

The electronic unit leaves the factory with the following
settings:
4XJUDI/SiPòwprogramming for installation on the lefthand side.
4XJUDI/SiPòw programming for appliances LIGHT 02 and
LIGHT 06.
4XJUDI/SiPòw programming with beep tone deactivated.
4XJUDI /S  iPòw programming with automatic sliding
system deactivated.
− Switch Nr. 1: it defines the installation side.
Place the switch on “on” if the motor kit is installed on the
right-hand side of the appliance; leave it on “off” if it is installed
on the left-hand side.
− Switch Nr. 2: it defines the appliance model.
Place the switch on “on” if the appliance is LIGHT 01 or LIGHT
03; leave it on “off” if it is LIGHT 02 or LIGHT 06.
− Switch Nr. 3: it activates or deactivates the beep tone of the
end of stroke.
Place the switch on “on” to activate the beep tone; leave it on
“off” to deactivate it.
− Switch Nr. 4: it activates or deactivates the automatic
closure.
1MBDFUIFTXJUDIPOiPOwUPBDUJWBUFUIFBVUPNBUJDDMPTVSF

LIGHT series

In case of failure, disconnect the motor and repeat the
procedure again.

LIGHT series

3

ENGLISH

$POöHVSBUJPO
This procedure is to be carried out only the first time to
configurate the radio control with the electrical sliding
motor.
To configurate the radio control with the electrical motor of
the sliding door proceed as follows:
− feed the electrical motor through the bipolar switch
properly arranged,
] button
− press at the same time and for a long time the [
in the radio control until the door begins to rise after a few
beeps.

ENGLISH

If necessary, it is possible to lower the “electrical sliding motor
kit” approx. 86 cm, using the “transmission kit for electrical
sliding mechanismus” (code 1530902000 optional, available
on price list) as follows:
− the transmission kit [R] is supplied for installatin on the lefthand side of the appliance, if it needs to be installed on the
right-hand side, the two clamps [S] have to be removed and
fixed on the opposite side using the 8 screws supplied,
− fix the transmission kit on the chosen appliance side using
the 5 screws supplied (3 above and 2 below),
− fix the motor kit directly as described above (the connecting
bolt is not needed because it is already installed in the
transmission kit).
%VSJOH UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF QMBTUFSCPBSE XBMM
QMFBTFQSPWJEFGPSBGSPOUBM NJOYDN PSMBUFSBM
NJO Y DN  EPPS JO PSEFS UP DBSSZ PVU BOZ
NBJOUFOBODFUPUIFNPUPSDPNQBSUNFOU<.>
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R
3

S

2

1

S
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R
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M
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R
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M
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0VUTJEFBJSJOUBLFT

$POTVMUUIFQJDUVSFTJOTFDUJPOT BOE
DBSFGVMMZ
The standards currently in force require that all appliances
be equipped with pipes of adequate dimensions to admit
into the firebox an outside air flow ensuring an efficient and
complete combustion of wood.
For this appliance to function as a warm air generator with the
“Natural Convection” system and at the
same time to reinstate the oxygen burnt during combustion,
it has 4 (use just 2) 15 cm Ø external air intakes (for natural
convection, see figure 1) located at the back and on the sides
of the appliance and 2 intakes 12 cm Ø

Make two holes in the wall communicating with the outdoors
(or with a sufficiently aerated room) suitable for feeding the
relevant flexible aluminium pipe Ø 8 cm and another of Ø 15
cm inside the drywall panel (see figure 3).
Once the appliance has been positioned correctly as just
described, insert the collector into the section of flexible
aluminium pipe [A] and fix it with the collar, then insert the
piep section into the hole made previously. Now mount the 2
PVC louvers, one on the flexible pipe Ø 8 cm and the other on
the Ø 15 cm hole.

1

Mount the two relevant sections of flexible aluminium pipes
[A] in these intakes and secure them with 2 pipe collars.
Make two holes in the wall communicating with the outdoors
(or with a sufficiently aerated room) suitable for feeding the
relevant flexible aluminium pipes (see figures 1 and 2).

ENGLISH

2.3.6

A

A

Move the appliance, lifting or pushing it and sliding it on the
base of the fan box over suitable floor protection.
4JODFUIFBQQMJBODFJTWFSZIFBWZ UBLFEVFQSFDBVUJPOT
JGNPWJOHPOXPPEøPPS

2

Place the appliance 12 cm away from the wall (or from the
protection masonry in case the walls are made of combustible
materials) and in the definitive position (check the dimensions
of the cladding to install in order to determine the exact
position).
Lift the appliance back on the raising elements once and for all
and adjust its height and the levels by turning the adjustable
feet (using 10-mm spanner); the feet can also be accessed
from inside the appliance from under the hearth.
Insert the 2 aluminium lengths of flexible pipe [A] into the
holes previously made and cut them in line with the outside
wall.
Mount the 2 PVC protection louvers on the afore-mentioned
pipes; safe operation and high performance are ensured by
using the air intakes supplied with the appliance.
*.1035"/5 $IFDL SFHVMBSMZ UIBU UIF BJS JOUBLFT BSF
OPUPCTUSVDUFE BøPXPGBJSPGDN2TIPVMEBMXBZT
CF HVBSBOUFFE UISPVHI FBDI MPVWFS  GPS OBUVSBM
DPOWFDUJPO BQQMJBODFT  BOE  DN2 GPS GPSDFE
DPOWFDUJPOBQQMJBODFT 
The appliance, to intake air from outdoors, can also be
installed simply with just the primary air channelling. Apply
the intake under the appliance and insert the section of
flexible aluminium pipe [A] Ø 8 cm in it and secure with a pipe
collar.

LIGHT series

A
A
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A

2.3.7

$POOFDUJPOUPUIFDIJNOFZøVF

For the connection of the unit to the chimney flue, use only
non-combustible elements suitable to resist to the combustion
products and to the condensate (creosote) build-up.

ENGLISH

5IFVTFPGöCSPDFNFOUBOEBMVNJOJVNøFYJCMFQJQFT
GPS DPOOFDUJOH UIF BQQMJBODF UP UIF DIJNOFZ øVF JT
'03#*%%&/
The appliance works with negative pressure; to prevent
creosote from building up and be conveyed to the appliance
it is important that the connection to the chimney flue be
sealed and airtight.
The connection to the chimney flue should ensure easy
removal of soot and routine cleaning by means of a metal
brush.
*U JT '03#*%%&/ UP JOTUBMM BOZ NBOVBMMZPQFSBUFE
ESBVHIUDPOUSPMTBMPOHUIFDPOOFDUJPOUPUIFDIJNOFZ
øVF
After having placed the appliance in the exact position as
indicated under section 2.3.3, use rigid steel pipes with the
same section as the “flue exit pipe” (see technical sheet,
section 1.3) to carry out the connection to the chimney flue,
and perfectly seal the connection. (Use UL certified products
according to the standard UL-127
*UJT'03#*%%&/UPDBSSZPVUBOZEJBNFUFSSFEVDUJPOT
PGUIFDPOOFDUJOHQJQFUPUIFDIJNOFZøVF

2.3.8

$IJNOFZøVF

The passageway for conveying flue gases from the appliance
to the “chimney flue” (technically, chimney) is called “flue
conduit”. The flue conduit must be built in compliance with
the standard UL-127
The chimney flue or the vertical exhaust vent for the flue
gases from a natural draught appliance must therefore meet
the following requirements:
tbe flue gas- and water-tight, and properly insulated from
combustible or flammable materials according to the usage
conditions.
tbe made of materials resistant to usual mechanical shocks,
heat, flue gases and possible condensate;
thave all connections to the different elements of which the
flue conduit is made of properly sealed and airtight;
tbe as much as possible vertical; any angle from its axis must
not exceed 45°;
tbe installed at an adequate distance away from any
combustible or flammable materials by means of an air flow
or of an insulating material;
thave an inner section preferably circular; we therefore
recommend piping installed within square or rectangular
chimneys (which otherwise must have a 1-to-1.5 internal sizes
max. ratio and a radius of curvature of the interior angles of at

least 20 mm);
tthe interior section must be invariable, free from constrictions
and independent.
A cleanout opening with a tight fitting lid under the
connection betweeen the exhaust pipe an the appliance
should be provided for allowing access to the chimney flue
for purposes of inspecting and removing solid materials and
possible condensate.
5IF ESBVHIU WBMVF JOEJDBUFE BNPOH UIF UFDIOJDBM
GFBUVSFT PG UIF BQQMJBODF SFGFST UP 5FDIOJDBM /PSNT
BOE UFTUJOH  TP BT UP HVBSBOUFF UIF CFTU UIFSNBM
QFSGPSNBODFT PG UIF BQQMJBODF DPOTVNQUJPO 
FóDJFODZ FNJTTJPOT JODPOGPSNJUZXJUIUIFUFDIOJDBM
EBUBEFDMBSFEBOEDFSUJöFECZUIF*OTUJUVUFJODIBSHF
PG UIF DFSUJöDBUJPO " IJHIFS ESBVHIU WBMVF DPVME
QSPWPLF NBMGVODUJPOJOH  IJHI GVFM DPOTVNQUJPO 
PWFSIFBUJOHPGUIFBQQMJBODFCPEZBOEDBVTFBOOPZJOH
OPJTFTJOUIFöSFCPY
" DIJNOFZ øVF XJUI BO PWFSTJ[F TFDUJPO TMPXT EPXO
UIFHBTTQFFE NBLFTVOCVSOUCZQSPEVDUTDPMMFDUPO
JUT XBMMT BOE SFEVDFT UIF HBT UFNQFSBUVSF  XIJDI
QSPEVDFTBDPODFOUSBUJPOPGDSFPTPUFJOUIFDIJNOFZ
øVF SFTVMUJOH JO XPPE TUBSUVQ BOE DPNCVTUJPO
QSPCMFNT
0OUIFPUIFSIBOE BDIJNOFZøVFXJUIBOVOEFSTJ[F
TFDUJPO XIJDI EPFT OPU BMMPX UIF TNPLF UP CF FBTJMZ
DBSSJFEPVUPGUIFBQQMJBODF NBZDIPLFUIFDPNCVTUJPO
BOETPQVUPVUUIFöSF 
$BNJOFUUJ .POUFHSBQQB BTTVNFT OP SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
PWFS UIF BQQMJBODF NBMGVODUJPO SFTVMUJOH GSPN B CBE
EFTJHOFE DIJNOFZ øVF BOEPS B DIJNOFZ øVF XIJDI
IBT OPU CFFO JOTUBMMFE JO DPNQMJBODF XJUI UIF HJWFO
SFRVJSFNFOUT
*G UIFSF IBT CFFO B öSF JO UIF øVF JU JT OFDFTTBSZ UP
DIFDLXIFUIFSUIFDIJNOFZTUBDLBOEøVFQJQFIBWF
CFFO WJTJCMZ EBNBHFE .BLF BOZ SFQBJST CFGPSF BOZ
GVSUIFSVTFPGUIFDPNCVTUJPOTZTUFN

LIGHT series

$IJNOFZDBQ

The good draught of the chimney flue also depends on the
type of terminal covering the top of the chimney, which must
comply with the following requirements:
thave the same inner section as that of the chimney flue;
tits usable section at the outlet must not be less than the
double of the inner section of the chimney flue;
tbe built or designed in such a way as to prevent the entry of
rain, snow, foreign bodies, and to ensure the correct release of
the combustion products even in case of air flows around the
house (the use of wind-stop terminals is recommended);
tbe located so as to ensure the correct release and diluition of
the products of combustion at a distance away from any area
subject to downdraft, whose size depends on the angle of

the roof; therefore it is necessary to comply with the required
minimum heights in the figure below;
tin case there are two or more adjacent chimneys, the one
which exhausts from a solid fuel appliance or which serves an
upper floor must terminate at least 50 cm above the other/s
to avoid draught problems;
tthe distance from the chimney cap and any higher buildings,
plants, trees, etc. must not be less than 8/10 m. In case the
distance is less than the required, the cap must terminate at
least 1 m above them.

ENGLISH

2.3.9

0,50 m
0,50 m

d

d>5m

5m

technical
volume

FLAT ROOF
distance > A
distance

A
0,50 above the ridge

height of
dawndraft area Z
min. H

dawndraft area

ridge axle
SLOPING ROOF

Min. height of outlet
measured from the roof
H
expressed in metres (m)

height of dawndraft area

expressed in degrees (°)

clearance from axle
of roof top to chimney
A
expressed in metres (m)

15

1,85

1,00

0,50

30

1,50

1,30

0,80

45

1,30

2,00

1,50

60

1,20

2,60

2,10

angle of roof
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Z
expressed in metres (m)

1SPQFS JOTVMBUJPO CFUXFFO ZPVS BQQMJBODF BOE UIF
BEKBDFOU XBMMT BOE UIF DFJMJOH TIBMM CF QSPWJEFE XJUI UIF
VTF PG FóDJFOUMZ JOTVMBUJOH QBOFMT IBWJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
t 3PDLXPPMUZQF
t 5IJDLOFTTDN
t %FOTJUZLHDVN
t 'JSFSFTJTUBOU
A 2 cm. minimum clearance must always be maintained
between the external surface of the appliance and the
adjacent surfaces, even if thermal insulation is provided
(this clearance ensures an efficient air flow and the normal

expansion of materials).
With reference to the floor, it is necessary to:
t ensure that it is load bearing and made of non-combustible
material,
talways provide efficient protection of the surface area
underneath the appliance by using a 2,5 cm thick insulating
panel (of the same kind as that used to insulate the installation
90x50 cm (LIGHT 06) (see figure 1, ref. S).

1

8"3/*/(*OUIFDBTFUIBUBEKBDFOUXBMMTBSFøBNNBCMF
PSJGUIFZBSFMPBECFBSJOHXBMMTJOSFJOGPSDFEDPODSFUF 
CVJMEBDNQSPUFDUJWFCBSSJFSCFUXFFOUIFTFUZQFT
PGXBMMTBOEUIFBQQMJBODF

&YBNQMFPG-*()5

S

2

2

72

74

4
10
2

4

A
170
74

72

10
2

12

S

A
158

XJUIOBUVSBMBJSDPOWFDUJPODIBOOFMMJOHLJU
(2 out of 4 outside air intakes 15 cm Ø)

44

S

S

A
170

0654*%&"*3*/5",&'03)&"5*/(

2

)&"5&%"*3&.*44*0/

3

300."*3"%.*44*0/
(room air entering through openings provided on our factory-built claddings)

4

300."*3&.*44*0/

S

Insulating panel - dim. 90x50 cm - min. thickness 2,5 cm (LIGHT 06)
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S
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12
1

72

3

10
2

1

10
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ENGLISH

2.3.10 *OTVMBUJPO

A
158

A.

Measument of hole to be made on the
drywall panel (see instructions on our frames
or claddings)

LIGHT series

2.3.13 'JOJTIJOHNBOUMFPSESZXBMMQBOFM

8"3/*/( %VSJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH NPVOUJOH XPSL GPS
UIF DMBEEJOH  UIF BQQMJBODF NVTU CF EJTDPOOFDUFE
GSPNFMFDUSJDBMQPXFS TXJUDIPò 

8"3/*/( 8IFO NPVOUJOH UIF öOJTIJOH NBOUMF PS
ESZXBMM QBOFM  UIF BQQMJBODF NVTU CF EJTDPOOFDUFE
GSPNFMFDUSJDBMQPXFSTVQQMZ

*.1035"/5*GUIFDMBEEJOHXBTOPUNBOVGBDUVSFECZ
$BNJOFUUJ .POUFHSBQQB  CVU JT JOTUFBE QSFQBSFE PO
TJUFCZUIFVTFS JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPQSPWJEFGPSBTMJUXJUI
BOBSFBPGOPMFTTUIBOTRDNVOEFSUIFCBTFPGUIF
DMBEEJOH JO PSEFS UP DSFBUF BO BJS JOMFU GPS QSPQFS
DPNCVTUJPO

We recommend the use of 1/2 - thick fireproof
Cement board panels for building the finishing mantle or
drywall panel, supported by a skeleton of galvanised sections
duly anchored to the walls, ceiling and cladding mantelshelf.

Use a 17 mm spanner (wrench) to level the appliance on its
adjustable feet. Check the height of the hearth against the
cladding that is to be installed.
Begin the mounting of the cladding as per the instructions
supplied with our product, and always in full compliance with
the general guidelines specified under section 1.5.
Note that the appliance must never be sealed to the
cladding because the materials they are constructed from
have a different thermal expansion. Therefore, it is highly
recommended not to:
1. seal the cladding to the appliance;
2. lay the weight of the cladding and of the flare onto the
appliance (we suggest the use of fireresistant plasterboard for
a quickly-built, lighter flare), and strictly avoid anchorage on
any parts of the appliance (see section 2.3.12).
The mantelshelf and any other component in wood or
combustible material must be out of the range of the heat
radiation area, or must be duly insulated and be placed at
least 1 cm away from the heater in order to let the air freely
flow and prevent overheating.
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5PQSFWFOUUIFUSBOTNJTTJPOPGUIFSNBMFYQBOTJPO JUJT
'03#*%%&/ UP BODIPS UIF öOJTIJOH NBOUMF PS UIF
ESZXBMMQBOFMUPBOZQBSUPGUIFBQQMJBODF
With these galvanised sections always prepare framework to
support and secure the warm air outlets to be positioned at
200÷210 cm off the floor.
If the ceiling is higher than 3 meters tall, install a third nonclosable air vent on the finishing mantle or drywall panel with
top edge approximately 30 cm from the ceiling: this vent,
whose louvers cannot be shut, ensures the natural emission
of the warm air stored inside the flare.
*.1035"/5 3FGFS UP TFDUJPO  GPS HVJEFMJOFT
SFHBSEJOH UIF DFJMJOH JOTVMBUJPO TVQQPSUFE BOE IFME
JOUP QMBDF CZ B QMBTUFSCPBSE QBOFM JOTUBMMFE
IPSJ[POUBMMZ
*OTUBMM UIF BMVNJOJVN øFYJCMF XBSN BJS EJTUSJCVUJPO
QJQFT CFGPSF DMPTJOH BOE DPNQMFUJOH UIF öOJTIJOH
NBOUMFPSUIFESZXBMMQBOFMXJUIöSFQSPPGQMBTUFSCPBSE
QBOFMT TFFTFDUJPO 

ENGLISH

2.3.12 $MBEEJOH*OTUBMMBUJPO

2.3.14 8BSNBJSEJTUSJCVUJPO
8"3/*/(8IJMFJOTUBMMJOHUIFXBSNBJSEJTUSJCVUJPOTZTUFN UIFBQQMJBODFNVTUSFNBJOEJTDPOOFDUFEGSPNFMFDUSJDBM
QPXFS
1. When building the finishing mantle or drywall panel in plasterboard, make an opening of 82,5x9,5 cm, 200 cm off the floor.
Insert the two unions [A] in the flexible aluminium pipes [B], already connected in advance on the rear openings of the appliance
and secure them with pipe collars [C].

ENGLISH

1
82,5
A

9,5

C

A
A
B
B

A1

B

cm 200 ca.

Natural convection
long hopper

Make the same opening also if the
natural convection long hopper is
installed and secure it to the metal
structure as indicated in point 2.

2. Complete the finishing mantle or drywall panel with the plasterboard and insert the long hopper [D] in the hole, securing it
with some screws to the metal structure.

2

D

9,5
82,5
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3. Put a hand in the central part of the long hopper [D] and get hold of the two unions [A] and:
- insert the threaded pin [A1] of the union [A] in the hole of Ø 5 mm [D1] of the long hopper [D], then first insert the washer
[E] and then screw the winged nut M5 slightly [F];
- center the union [A] in the hole of Ø 150 mm of the hopper [D], then screw the winged nut M5 [F] permanently.

3

a

d

D2

A

ENGLISH
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c

f
F
F

4. Complete the installation by inserting the vent of 85x12,5 cm [G] in the long hopper [D], pressing slightly so that it fits into
place firmly.

4

(

D

Seeing as the appliance has 4 openings at the top, another two vents can be positioned also in adjacent rooms, provided the
flexible pipe has a short run (no more than 4 m), as straight as possible and efficiently insulated in the run outside the finishing
mantle or another “long hopper kit” can be positioned in an opposite room.
0OMZXJUIUIF/BUVSBM$POWFDUJPOVOJUWFSTJPOUXPPGUIFXBSNBJSWFOUTNVTUCFQPTJUJPOFEJOUIFSPPNXIFSFUIF
BQQMJBODFJTJOTUBMMFEBOEUXPJOUIFPQQPTJUFSPPN
On the external sides of the long hopper you can control the flow of warm air, whereas the central part is always open to diffuse
the warm air by natural convection from inside the fireplace surround, to stabilize the temperature (see figure1).
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3 OPERATION
3.
3.1 Pre- and first-lighting
instructions

ENGLISH

Before lighting the appliance for the first time the following
must be provided:
t remove the sticker from the glass and any adhesive marks if
necessary;
tensure that all safety requirements are met (see sections 1.5
and 1.6);
"55&/5*0/ 5P BWPJE ZJFMEJOH BOE CSFBLBHFT PS
GFBTJCMFCVSTUJOHPSFYQMPTJPOJOFYDFQUJPOBMDBTFT PG
UIF$.UFDIQBSUT ZPVBSFSFDPNNFOEFEUPTUSJDUMZ
GPMMPXUIFJOEJDBUJPOTHJWFOGPSöSTUUJNFTUBSUJOH
To start the fire for the first time, follow the technical instructions
given at the beginning of section 3.2. Take particular care to
keep the fire moderate for about 15/20 minutes, then let the
fire go out and, to make sure all the humidity dries out, repeat
the procedure 3/4 times, each time waiting for the refractory
elements to cool down.
After this time, a more lively fire can be built by gradually
adding fuel until reaching the maximum amount suggested
(see “hourly fuel consumption” in the chart under section 1.3)
and once the fire is established, keep it for about 2 hours,
maintaining the air damper open.
$"65*0/$IJMESFONVTUCFTVQFSWJTFECZBOBEVMUJO
PSEFS UP QSFWFOU UIFN GSPN UPVDIJOH UIF BQQMJBODF
IPUQBSUTPSNPEJGZJOHJUTGVODUJPOT
5IF NFUBM DPNQPOFOU QBSUT PG UIF BQQMJBODF BSF
DPBUFEXJUIBTQFDJBMIJHIUFNQFSBUVSFQBJOUUIBUXJMM
SFUJDVMBUF DIFNJDBMMZTUBCJMJ[FBOECFDPNFGVMMZIFBU
SFTJTUBOU BGUFS UIF öSTU GFX MJHIUJOHT %VSJOH UIJT
DIFNJDBMSFBDUJPO UIFQBJOUXJMMTNFMMCBEBOESFMFBTF
WBQPVST  UIVT JU JT SFDPNNFOEFE UIBU UIF SPPN CF
QSPQFSMZBFSBUFE"GUFSUIFBCPWFQSPDFTTJTPWFS OP
NPSF CBE TNFMM BOE WBQPVST XJMM CF SFMFBTFE EVSJOH
UIFBQQMJBODFOPSNBMPQFSBUJPO

3.2 Following lightings
Before lighting the fire always clean the ceramic glass door if
necessary (see section 4.1.2) and the firebox and empty the
ash tray (see section 4.1.3).
On lighting the fire set the controls as follows:
tcombustion air damper fully open: using the adjustment
handle, turn to the right to open and to the left to close (see
figures 1 and 2);
twarm air outlets with adjustable louvers open;

"55&/5*0/ 5P BWPJE ZJFMEJOH BOE CSFBLBHFT PS
GFBTJCMFCVSTUJOHPSFYQMPTJPOJOFYDFQUJPOBMDBTFT PG
UIF$.UFDIQBSUT GPMMPXJOHBQFSJPEPGJOBDUJWJUZ JU
JTBHPPESVMFUPUBLFUIFPWFOTUPWFHSBEVBMMZUPUIF
XPSLJOHUFNQFSBUVSFXJUIBNPEFSBUFöSFSFQFBUJOH
UIFTUFQTPOTFDUJPO
It may seem easy to light a fire in a wood-burning appliance
but it actually is not. You should not play with fire, you should
take great precaution and follow the instructions given in this
chapter very carefully.
To start the fire safely use the traditional “firelighter cubes”
instead of grease-proof or printed paper, or other products
available on the market specifically designed to make the
lighting of the fire easy, and follow the instructions supplied.
Such products contain special substances helping the wood
pieces to catch fire by feeding the flames for a longer time.
After positioning a firelighter cube on the ash-riddling grate,
prepare a bed with small, thin pieces of dry wood (the smaller
and dryer they are the better they will catch fire). Cross the
wood pieces in a stack, so as to let air pass in between: if the
wood is too much piled, it does not burn properly.
When the fire is well established and a bed of embers has
formed (after about 15 min.), put additional wood pieces
of bigger dimensions, again in crossed position, but do
not exceed the optimum amount of fuel (see “hourly fuel
consumption” in the chart under section 1.3).
$IFDLUIBUUIFDIJNOFZESBXTXFMM.BOZDIJNOFZTJO
DBTFPGMPXQSFTTVSFPSXIFOUIFZBSFDPMENBZQSFTFOU
ESBVHIU QSPCMFNT *G ESBVHIU JT HPPE  ZPV DBO MJHIU
UIFöSFGSPNUIFCPUUPNPGUIFXPPETUBDLJGESBVHIU
JTQPPS UIFTUBDLNVTUCFCVJMUXJUIIJHIMZDPNCVTUJCMF 
WFSZ UIJO QJFDFT PG TPGU XPPE QSPWJEJOH B MJWFMZ öSF 
XIJDI TIPVME IFBU VQ UIF DIJNOFZ øVF SBQJEMZ BOE
QSFWBJMPWFSESBVHIUQSPCMFNT
Wait for the fire to set-in properly (about one hour) then
adjust the air flow by adjusting the combustion air control
(see figures 1 and 2); it is very important that both the
appliance and the chimney flue be sufficiently warm to keep
a good draught and reach the critical temperature ensuring
the proper combustion of wood.
When the fire is well established, which is apparent when
the CMtech™ lining becomes lightcoloured, the firebox may
be reloaded in accordance with the already recommended
optimum amounts of fuel (wood logs not longer than 33
cm with 30/35 cm girth). With the amount of fuel indicated
above, approximately, the appliance will achieve the heat
efficiency declared with an ideal ratio of fuel consumption to
heat output.
5IF VTF PG XPPE BNPVOUT NVDI MBSHFS UIBO UIPTF
JOEJDBUFE XJMM OPU POMZ IBWF B IBSNGVM FòFDU PO UIF
DPOTVNQUJPOUPPVUQVU SBUJP  CVU NBZ FWFOUVBMMZ
SFEVDF UIF EVSBCJMJUZ PG UIF TUSVDUVSF 8IFO MPBEJOH
UIF öSFCPY  HFOUMZ TFU UIF öSFXPPE QJFDFT EPXO PO
UIFIFBSUI /PUF5IFXPPEJTTJNQMZUPCFMBJEJOUIF
LIGHT series

8"3/*/( /FWFS VTF øBNNBCMF MJRVJET BMDPIPM PS
QFUSPM  UP TQFFE VQ UIF MJHIUJOH PG B XPPE öSF JU JT
FYUSFNFMZ EBOHFSPVT "MDPIPM BOE QFUSPM SFMFBTF
IJHIMZ øBNNBCMF WBQPVST  XIJDI DPVME QSPWPLF UIF
SJTLPGCVSOT

1

2

that a single piece of wood hardly burns. Never place the
firewood pieces too close to one another in order to avoid
starving the fire of oxygen;
5PBWPJEBOZEBNBHFTPSDSBDLTUPUIF$.UFDIMJOJOH
OFWFS UISPX UIF XPPE QJFDFT JOUP UIF DPNCVTUJPO
DIBNCFS
"MXBZTPQFOUIFEPPSTMPXMZ öSTUIPMEJOHJUPQFOPOMZ
TMJHIUMZGPSBGFXTFDPOETCFGPSFPQFOJOHJUDPNQMFUFMZ
4IPVME TPNF TNPLF CMPX CBDL  UIFSF JT OP EBOHFS 
KVTUBFSBUFUIFSPPNUFNQPSBSJMZ
tnever overload your appliance by placing more wood than
the required optimum quantity (see section 1.3). A small fire
receives more oxygen, burns better and produces more heat
than a bulk fire, which chokes the the firebox;
ttry to reload your appliance before the fire goes out; always
keep within reach some kindling or small wood pieces to
relight the fire if necessary;
twith the door closed you can achieve perfect control on the
wood combustion by adjusting the combustion air control
located at the base of the appliance with the result of saving
a good deal of wood in comparison with traditional open
fireplaces (Note: Even though the damper is set on the closed
position, it slightly opens to ensure the normal operation of
the heater);
tafter reloading the firebox, in case it is necessary to relight the
fire rapidly, it is recommended to fully open the combustion
air control temporarily (see section 3.2, figure 1).
5IFiøBNFEJTUSJCVUPSDBUBMZ[FSwJO,FSBNöSF¥ UIBOLT
BMTPUPJUTQBSUJDVMBSTIBQF BMMPXTGPSMPOHFSEVSBUJPO
PG øBNFT JO UIF DPNCVTUJPO DIBNCFS  UIVT SFEVDJOH
GVFM DPOTVNQUJPO BOE NBYJNJ[JOH FóDJFODZ  XJUI
DMFBO BOE PQUJNBM CVSOJOH  JO DPNQMJBODF XJUI UIF
MBUFTUFNJTTJPOTSFHVMBUJPOT

3.3 Combustion control and
operation
Once the fire is lit, you should keep it efficient. For those who
are not experienced and will use this appliance for the first
time a period of adjustment will be needed. Here below find
some tips for efficient lighting and burning:
tonly burn dry wood: wet or damp wood is hard to ignite, slow to
burn, reduces the temperature inside the firebox and produces
more smoke and less heat;
ta bed of live coals at the bottom of the fire keeps the firebox
temperature high enough to ensure easy lighting of the new
fuel and correct combustion; fill the firebox with additional
fuel as soon as the firewood pieces turn into coals;
tload the firebox with 3 or 4 wood pieces each time. In order
to burn correctly wood needs a critical mass: flames develop
only where the wood pieces touch one another, which means
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5P PCUBJO B QFSGPSNBODF DPNQMJBOU XJUI UIF EBUB
XSJUUFO PO UIF UFDIOJDBM EBUB TIFFU PG TFDUJPO  
BSSBOHFBDPSSFDURVBOUJUZPGXPPEJOUIFUXPMJNJUFST
PO UIF IFBSUI 5P DMFBO UIF HMBTT FóDJFOUMZ  ZPV DBO
BSSBOHFUIFXPPEMFOHUIXJTFBMPOHUIFXIPMFIFBSUI
HFOFSBMMZQJFDFTPGDN 
In the fan-assisted fireplace version, the fan switches on
automatically when the sensor detects that the temperature
of the air from the outlets is about 40°C, and switches off when
the temperature drops below the preset value.
8"3/*/( 4IPVME UIF DPOWFDUJPO GBO TUPQT GPS
UFDIOJDBMQSPCMFNTGPSBMPOHUJNF JUJTSFDPNNFOEFE
UIBU UIF öSF CF LFQU NPEFSBUF VOUJM UIF QSPCMFN JT
TPMWFE
5IFVTFPGUIFBQQMJBODFBTJODJOFSBUPSJT'03#*%%&/
IPVTFIPMESVCCJTI DPBUFEQBQFS QBJOUFEPSUSFBUFE
UJNCFS JODMVEJOH QBMMFUT  QMBTUJD PS PUIFS TZOUIFUJD
NBUFSJBMTNVTUOFWFSCFUISPXOJOUPUIFöSF

ENGLISH

öSFCPY BOE OPU UISPXO PO JU TP BT UP BWPJE EBNBHJOH PS
CSFBLJOHUIF$.UFDIMJOJOH 

4 CARE AND MAINTENANCE
4.
Do not forget that performing the following routine inspection
and cleaning will ensure your appliance efficiency and proper
operation for a long time.
8"3/*/( "MM DMFBOJOH PG UIF WBSJPVT QBSUT NVTU CF
EPOF XIFO UIF BQQMJBODF JT DPNQMFUFMZ DPME BOE
EJTDPOOFDUFE GSPN UIF FMFDUSJDBM QPXFS TPVSDF

4.1.1

$MFBOJOHPGNFUBMQBSUT

Clean with a dry, soft cloth; do not use any detergent or
cleaning product.

4.1.2

good rule never to remove cinders using a vacuum cleaner
and to throw them in a metal container, where they can cool
down completely before throwing them away for good.
*.1035"/5 %JTQPTFE BTIFT DPOUBJO TNBMM DJOEFST
XIJDI NBZ øBSF VQ FBTJMZ FWFO BGUFS B MPOH UJNF GPS
UIJTSFBTPOOFWFSSFNPWFBTIFTXJUIBWBDVVNDMFBOFS
%JTQPTFEBTIFTTIPVMEBMXBZTCFUFNQPSBSJMZQMBDFE
JO B DMPTFE NFUBM DPOUBJOFS VOUJM BMM DJOEFST IBWF
UIPSPVHIMZDPPMFEQFOEJOHöOBMEJTQPTBM

1

1°

2°

2°

ENGLISH

4.1 Routine inspection and cleaning

1°

$MFBOJOHPGDFSBNJDHMBTT

To perform if needed.
5IFRVBMJUZBOEUZQFPGGVFMBTXFMMBTUIFXBZPGVTFJU
DBOEFUFSNJOFUIFGSFRVFODZPGDMFBOJOHUIFDFSBNJD
HMBTT
.JOPS TPPU NBZ BDDVNVMBUF EVF UP JODPSSFDU
DPNCVTUJPO BO JOTVóDJFOU DPNCVTUJPO BJS  B QPPS
ESBVHIU PS UIF VTF PG XFU öSFXPPE QJFDFT  UIF HMBTT
QBOFMNBZTFMGDMFBOTBUJTGBDUPSJMZVOEFSUIFSFTUPSFE
HPPEPQFSBUJPOBMDPOEJUJPOT

1°

3°

3
OK!

$"65*0/8IFOUIFEPPSJTUJMUFEPQFO UPDMFBOUIF
DFSBNJDHMBTTQBOFM EPOPUMFBOPOUIFEPPSGSBNFTP
BTOPUUPEBNBHFJU
*.1035"/5 &OTVSF UIBU ZPV MPDL UIF EPPS DPSSFDUMZ
XJUI UIF FRVJQQFE UPPM BGUFS PQFOJOH JU TJEFXBZT UP
QFSGPSNUIFDFSBNJDHMBTTDMFBOJOH

4.1.3

)FBSUIDMFBOJOH

Clean the hearth once/twice a week, based on the wood used,
just removing the ash and leaving the small cinders inside,
which could remain lit for quite a long time; it is therefore a
LIGHT series

1°

2

To clean, open the sliding door and tilt it using the handle
supplied with the appliance, turning the left latch 90° anticlockwise and the right latch 90° clockwise (see figures 1 and
2).
We recommend the use of our “Puliglass” glass cleaner for
perfect cleaning; spray some cleaner on a soft cloth to remove
any tar and soot stains from the glass (see figure 3).
/FWFS TQSBZ UIF DFSBNJD HMBTT XJUI 1VMJHMBTT PS BOZ
PUIFSDMFBOFS TFFöHVSF 

5IFVTFPGBOZBCSBTJWFTQPOHFTPSTJNJMBSGPSDMFBOJOH
UIFDFSBNJDHMBTTQBOFMJT'03#*%%&/GBJMVSFUPEPTP
NBZSFTVMUJOQFSNBOFOUEBNBHF

2°

2°

4
NO!

4.2 Supplementary inspection
and cleaning

1

We recommend that the appliance and the chimney flue be
thoroughly cleaned at least once a year. When the draught is too
little, or when unsuitable wood is used, a more frequent cleaning
may be needed.

ENGLISH

8"3/*/("MMDMFBOJOHBOEJOTQFDUJPOXPSLNVTUCF
EPOF XIFO UIF BQQMJBODF JT DPNQMFUFMZ DPME BOE
EJTDPOOFDUFE GSPN UIF FMFDUSJDBM QPXFS TPVSDF

4.2.1

1°

B

(FOFSBMDMFBOJOH

2°

3°

Before starting regular cleaning work, remove the indicated
parts from the interior of the appliance, in the following
numerical order, being sure to take particular care in handling
the CMtech™ panels (see figures 2, 3, 4 and 5).
For the steel parts [A] and [B] make the motions indicated in
figure 1.
You can now proceed in cleaning the appliance inner parts
with a metal brush and a vacuum cleaner; to ensure that the
flow of flue gases is not obstructed, clean up to the smoke
outlet and remove any ashes and soot accumulated on its
walls during the burning process.

A

1°

2°

3°

*O UIF FOE DPSSFDUMZ BTTFNCMF UIF DPNQPOFOU QBSUT
SFNPWFEJOSFWFSTFETFRVFODF
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4.2.2

$MFBOJOHPGDIJNOFZøVF 

Even with the best appliances and chimneys the formation of
creosote deposits is unavoidable.
Therefore it is necessary to clean the chimney and the vertical
venting pipes regularly in order to avoid or reduce them.
Cleaning is recommended at least once a year and even
oftener if the appliance is used daily and fuel with features
different from those illustrated in section 1.4 is employed.
We recommend commiting the cleaning to a professional
chimney sweeper, asking the address to your retailer.
The sweeper’s intervention may represent an effective and
economic solution to protect the installation from corrosion
and keep it in efficiency to grant those essential safety
conditions that allow us to live with more serenity.
)PXTPPUBOEBTIBòFDUXPPEDPOTVNQUJPO minor soot and
ash are inevitably produced after the combustion (particularly
after bad combustion); they do not convey any heat and tend
to obstruct the pipes thus producing acid condensation and
reducing the draught. Regularly remove ash from the unit
and clean the chimney flue. A 2 mm thick deposit inside the
heater can reduce the heat exchange by about 12%, which
means that every 100 kg, 12 kg. of wood are wasted!
Excessive soot may also cause fire in the chimney flue with
unpredictable consequences.
+VTU CFGPSF UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF OFYU TFBTPO 
QBSUJDVMBSMZ BT SFHBSET VOPDDVQQJFE IPVTFT  XF
SFDPNNFOE DIFDLJOH UIF TNPLF DIBOOFM BOE UIF
DIJNOFZ JOPSEFSUPCFTVSFUIBUUIFSFJTOPDMPHHJOH
EVFUPJOTFDUT CJSETPSTNBMMNBNNBMTOFTUT

4.3 Failures/ Causes /
Trouble-shooting

appliance or the reverse;
tcheck to see if the exhaust system (pipe and chimney flue) is
air-tight or needs to be cleaned out;
tmake sure that there is a good connection between the
appliance and the chimney flue;
tthe size of the chimney flue may not comply with the
requirements in this manual (see technical sheet, section
1.3);
tthe first times the appliance is operated, the paint on the
metal surfaces releases some smells. Simply aerate the room
as necessary;
tcheck to see if any impediment (plants, buildings) exceeds
the height of the chimney cap thus preventing the smoke
discharge;
tthe draught in the chimney flue may not be adequate;
tthe wood used may not be of good quality (see section
1.4.1);
tthe pipe ducting fresh air from the outside into the fan box
may not be airtight;
tthe cover on the fan casing may not be closed properly;
in case of any doubts, seal the cover with high temperature
silicone;
tif any air intake has been provided on the roof it may be
close to the chimney flue opening.
$PNCVTUJPOJTTUJMMMJWFMZXJUIUIFBJSEBNQFSGVMMZDMPTFE
tthere is probably a leakage in the airtight structure of the
appliance; it is time to replace the gaskets.
*GBGUFSDIFDLJOHUIFQSFWJPVTTPMVUJPOTTVHHFTUFEUIF
QSPCMFN QFSTJTUT  BTL GPS ZPVS EFBMFS BTTJTUBODF
TFSWJDF
*O UIF NFBOUJNF BWPJE VTJOH UIF BQQMJBODF GPS MPOH
UJNF JO PSEFS UP BWPJE BOZ EBNBHFT UP UIF FMFDUSJDBM
DPNQPOFOUT TIPVME UIF TZTUFN PG GPSDFE WFOUJMBUJPO
CFPVUPGPSEFS

5IFDPOWFDUJPOGBOEPFTOPUPQFSBUF
tthere is no electricity;
tthe bipolar switch could be in the OFF position;
tthe outside air intake may be obstructed;
tthere may be some impendiments in the fan box preventing
its correct operation (tree leaves, paper sheets, etc.);
tthe amount of firewood utilized may not be in conformance
with what is required in this manual (see technical sheet,
section 1.3);
tthe louvers of the warm air outlets may be shut.
tthe thermostatic sensor could be burnt;
tthe fan may be blown or blocked (have the service staff
check the appliance).
5IFSFJTTNPLFJOUIFSPPN
tcheck that the appliance door is perfectly closed;
tcheck to see if the gaskets are in good condition;
tin the same room there could be another appliance working
(stove, fireplace, wood cooker, suction hood) or not (open
fireplace) whose draught may negatively affect that of your
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